Securing a Web service requires us to protect, as far as possible, all of its basic components, shown in Figure 3.1, and their interactions along with the Web service life cycle, from the design to the operational phase. This is a complex and difficult task, due to the vulnerabilities which each software component may have, the large number of attacks that can eventually exploit the vulnerabilities of a specific component, and to the interactions between the components themselves. It requires us to combine and enhance methods, tools, and techniques for computers, networks, distributed systems, and application security and adopt an engineered security process. Such an engineered process consists of detailed plans and designs for security features and controls that support the delivery of solutions satisfying not only functional requirements, but also preventing misuse and malicious behavior. Core practices of an engineered security process are security planning, security requirements analysis, the design of a security architecture, secure coding, security testing, and security operations and maintenance. Each core practice encompasses specific methods and tools, or even specific methodologies.

Threat modeling is a methodology used to ensure that a software component’s security is duly analyzed and taken into account at design time. Threat modeling is not a new concept, nor it is peculiar to Web services. At its most basic, threat modeling assumes that a software component might be subject to malicious attacks or inadvertent misuse and that these attacks may lead to loss or compromise of some valuable asset. At the same time, malicious attacks or inadvertent misuse arise by use of software components’ vulnerabilities. Hence, it is necessary to identify in a principled way the software component vulnerabilities, which can derive from wrong design choices, from implementation errors or from the lack of appropriate control, the ways in which such vulnerabilities could be exploited by a malicious attacker and finally the suitable countermeasures. W3C also postulated the need of developing a threat model specifically targeting Web services and suggested that such a threat model should be an integral part of a Web services security framework. It is worth noting that, as we will see in Chapter 4, Web service
security standard specifications also recommend that standard specification implementors perform a thoroughly threat analysis.

Threat modeling, however, has suffered a lack of commonly agreed concepts and of a standardized language to define, categorize, and describe threats and vulnerabilities. For this reason, this chapter starts by introducing firstly the concepts of threat, vulnerability, attack and incident. Then the chapter shortly describes the main phases of threat modeling as applied to Web application development life cycle. Then the chapter presents the proposed categorizations and the available catalogs of vulnerabilities and attacks. Such catalogs can be used and useful not only during the design phase of a software component, but also during the operation phase of a Web service. Finally the chapter addresses how to rate vulnerabilities and how the underlying vulnerabilities metrics have to be tailored to the specific phase of the software component life cycle.

### 3.1 Threats and Vulnerabilities Concept Definition

Before analyzing in more depth the threats and vulnerabilities of Web services, it is worth to survey some relevant definitions of the basic concepts:

- **Threat** - According to the Glossary of Key Information Security Terms of NIST [149] [186], a threat is defined as: “Any circumstance or event with the potential to adversely impact organizational operations (including mission, functions, image, or reputation), organizational assets, or individuals through an information system via unauthorized access, destruction, disclosure, modification of information, and/or denial of service. Also, the potential for a threat-source to successfully exploit a particular information system vulnerability.”
Vulnerability - A vulnerability can be defined as a “Weakness in an information system, system security procedures, internal controls, or implementation that could be exploited or triggered by a threat source.” [199] [225]. A vulnerability is also commonly defined as a flaw in a software component that can be exploited by an adversary, giving raise to a threat. The former definition is more general, since it considers not only software components vulnerabilities but also equally relevant organizational aspects. MITRE [75] makes a further distinction between a vulnerability and an exposure. The former is a software mistake that can be directly used by a hacker to gain access to a system or network, while the latter is a configuration issue or a software mistake that does not allow an attacker to directly compromise a system or a resource, but that could be used as a primary point of entry of a successful attack, and that violates a reasonable security policy.

Attack - An attack, referred to also as intrusion or exploit, can be defined as an assault to a system that derives from an intentional use of a vulnerability.

Attack cost - The cost of an attack can be defined as a measure of the effort to be expended by the attacker, expressed in terms of her expertise, resources and motivation.

Incident - An incident is the result of a successful attack.

Countermeasure - A countermeasure can be thought as any organizational action or tool able to mitigate a risk deriving from one or more attack classes intended to exploit one or more classes of vulnerabilities.

Software components vulnerabilities can be broadly classified as:

1. Software defects. They can be further refined in:
   - Design flaws, that is, design decisions made at the design time that create an inherently insecure system. An example of architectural level error for session-based systems, leading to a vulnerability, is the generation of easily guessable session identifiers (i.e. using a counter and not a random number).
   - Coding errors, that can be traced back to the lack of appropriate controls in the code that may lead to a variety of errors including for example buffer overflows or race conditions.

2. Configuration errors. They are becoming the major source of vulnerabilities. This is not surprising, since software components are more and more driven by configurations which are becoming quite complex to manage. Configuration errors can be further classified in:
   - Unnecessary (or dangerous) services. Since it is usually easier to install a software component with its default configuration, systems are often configured to bring up services and allow connections that are not strictly required.
   - Access control misconfiguration. Complex systems might have elaborate access control policies based on groups and/or roles and per-
missons. Properly configuring reference monitors, that is, the engines enforcing access control decisions and enforcement, is a complex and error-prone task.

### 3.2 Threat Modeling

Threat modeling is a methodology to identify, assess and document the threats, attacks, vulnerabilities, and countermeasures in the context of a software component life cycle. The overall goals of threat modeling are to reduce security risks during design, development and operations and to help making trade-offs in key engineering decisions. Threat modeling was initially proposed by Microsoft [248] and has become an integral part of Microsoft’s Trustworthy Computing Security Development Life cycle (SDL) [169] process illustrated in Figure 3.2. In a Web service setting, threat modeling might be applied to any software component of the Web service stack, from the HTTP processor to the Web application. While the components that constitute the infrastructure of a Web service, such as the HTTP processor, the XML parser, the SOAP processor, etc., benefit from being developed by large organizations which can afford the costs of security, Web applications are mostly developed as a custom component. Web applications are one of the weakest components of the Web service stack, since development teams often operate under tight time and/or resource constraints that may also include the lack of security trained personnel. The situations is worsened when security functions, such as authorization, are implemented by the Web application itself.

![Fig. 3.2. Security development lifecycle](image)

However, applying threat modeling to Web application requires to provide a structured framework for the security analysis. A first step in this direction is
to organize threats and vulnerabilities in a set of categories, corresponding to security or security related functions. Such functions could be directly implemented by the application, or could be implemented by the infrastructure and used by the application. Depending on the application security requirements, vulnerability categories can be used during the application design phase to check which specific security functions must be implemented. At the same time, vulnerability categories can provide indications about the threats that could result from the exploitation of one or more vulnerabilities deriving from having decided to not implement one or more security functions. An example of a possible vulnerability categories framework is the one proposed by Microsoft, described in Table 3.1 below, excerpted from [176].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Vulnerability Category</th>
<th>Description (controls and/or protection techniques that the application should use)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input validation</td>
<td>Controls that the application should perform on its input: lexical, syntactical and type checks; input integrity; input origin (does it come from a valid user?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>Entity authentication checks: does the application properly authenticate the sender of the input data; does the application authenticate the users?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>Does the application verify that the requesting users can legitimately access/use the resource they are requesting?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration Management</td>
<td>Does the application run with the least needed privileges? Does the application connect to the proper database? If the application uses its own configuration data, are they stored and accessed in a secure way?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive Data</td>
<td>If the application manages sensitive data, does the application use suitable techniques to protect confidentiality and integrity of data in transit and of data at rest?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Management</td>
<td>Does the application manage sessions? If so, are sessions properly protected?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptography</td>
<td>Does the application properly use cryptography to protect data and messages confidentiality and integrity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception management</td>
<td>Does the application fail securely? Does the application properly manage error information reported to the user to avoid information leakage?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditing and Logging</td>
<td>Does the application keep a record of who did what?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Application Vulnerabilities Categories

Threat modeling is an iterative process that starts during the early phase of the design of the application and continues throughout the application life cycle. The iterative nature of the threat modeling process stems from the difficulty of identifying all possible threats in a single pass and from the need to accommodate changes to the application over its lifetime.
Building a threat model involves the following steps, that will be shortly described afterward:

1. Identify the valuable assets.
2. Define the security objectives.
3. Create an architecture overview of the Web application (or of the software component at hand).
4. Create a security profile of the Web application (or of the software component at hand).
5. Identify threats and vulnerabilities.
7. Rate the threats.

The final output of threat modeling is a threat model document. A threat model document consist of a definition of the architecture of the application and of a list of threats for the application scenario. A threat model document supports the various members of the project team in assessing the security architecture of the system, and provides a basis for a penetration test plan and for the code review activity.

The threat model constitutes the input for the identification and the evaluation of the suitable countermeasures, where the evaluation can encompass not only the countermeasures’ technical aspects but also their cost/benefit ratio.

**Identifying the assets**

The goal of this step is to identify the assets that must be protected from attacks. It is worth noting that such assets could be resources directly managed by the Web application, resources that could be someway indirectly accessed through the application, as well assets related to the business, such as the company reputation, which do not have a direct electronic embodiment.

**Defining the security objectives**

Security objectives are strictly related with the the definition of the level of confidentiality, integrity and availability required for the valuable information assets and for the information systems managing them. Defining security objectives, in turn, requires to categorize the relevant information types and information systems. As for this aspect, the U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard 199 - Standards for Security Categorization of Federal Information and Information Systems - [243] identifies three security categories, confidentiality, integrity and availability, respectively. Security objectives derive from the estimate of the impact of a security breach, that is, a confidentiality, integrity and availability breach, on the valuable information assets.
Creating an architecture overview

The main goal of this step is to identify and document the functions of the application, its architecture, its physical deployment configuration and the subsystems that it uses.

Create a security profile of the Web application

In this step a security profile for the application is created, according to the chosen vulnerability categorization as, for example, the previously described one used by Microsoft. At its most basics, the Web application security profile identifies and documents the design and implementation approaches chosen for each of the security or security related functions that can be used to prevent or mitigate a given vulnerability category and for the other areas where applications are most susceptible to vulnerabilities. The security profile also identifies applications’ entry points, trust boundaries, data flow, and privileged code, as shown in Fig. 3.3.

![Fig. 3.3. Decomposition and security profile](image)

Crucial activities in this phase are the identification of the Web application entry and exit points, which broadly represent the applications’ perimeter, and, for each of them, the level of trust associated with the external software entities which the input originates from or the applications’ output is directed to. An entry points is a location where data or control is transferred between the application being modeled and another subsystem. Trust level is basically related to whether the external subsystem is authenticated or not and to the privileges it has. Trust levels are needed to identify data flows that are potentially malicious, and thus need to be more thoroughly validated by the application.
Identify the threats

In this step, the security or security related functions implemented or used by the application are analyzed in order to discover possible threats. According to Microsoft guidelines, this activity should ideally be carried out by a team consisting of application architects, security professionals, developers, testers, and system administrators. The main output of this step is a threat profile, which identifies the likely paths of attack. Attacks can be also analyzed, and categorized, with respect to the objectives an attack may intend to achieve. For example, Microsoft describes these objectives by using the STRIDE (Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, Elevation of privilege) categories [248]. Table 3.2, reproduced from [177] describes the meaning of each threat category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat Category</th>
<th>Threat Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spoofing</td>
<td>The illegal access and use of a user’s identification or authentication information, such as the user’s username and password.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampering (also called integrity threats)</td>
<td>An unauthorized modification of data. Examples include making unauthorized changes to persistent data, such as that held in a database, or altering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data as it flows between two computers over an open network, such as the Internet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repudiation</td>
<td>The ability of users (legitimate or otherwise) to deny that they performed specific actions or transactions. An example is a user performing an illegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>operation in a system that can’t trace the prohibited operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information disclosure</td>
<td>The unwanted exposure of private data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denial of service</td>
<td>The process of making a system or application unavailable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation of privilege</td>
<td>It occurs when a user with limited privileges assumes the identity of a privileged user to gain privileged access to an application and thereby he/she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>has the ability to compromise or destroy an entire system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. STRIDE Categories

For each threat category STRIDE provides guidelines as to the appropriate countermeasures to adopt in order to reduce the risk. Most common known threats can also be grouped based on the component which may be subject to
the threat, that is, the network, the host, and the application. Such categorized threat lists can provide a more focused framework to conduct the security analysis. Table 3.3, reproduced from [177], reports the threat list to be initially considered for the application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability Category</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input validation</td>
<td>Buffer overflow; cross-site scripting; SQL injection; canonicalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication</td>
<td>Network eavesdropping; brute force attacks; dictionary attacks; cookie replay; credential theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorization</td>
<td>Elevation of privilege; disclosure of confidential data; data tampering; luring attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration management</td>
<td>Unauthorized access to administration interfaces; unauthorized access to configuration stores; retrieval of clear text configuration data; lack of individual accountability; overprivileged process and service accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive data</td>
<td>Access sensitive data in storage; network eavesdropping; data tampering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session management</td>
<td>Session hijacking; session replay; man in the middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptography</td>
<td>Poor key generation or key management; weak or custom encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter manipulation</td>
<td>Query string manipulation; form field manipulation; cookie manipulation; HTTP header manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception management</td>
<td>Information disclosure; denial of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditing and logging</td>
<td>User denies performing an operation; attacker exploits an application without trace; attacker covers his or her tracks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3. Application Vulnerability Categories

Categorized lists of known threats include common well known threats. For each category, in order to identify other possible threats, other techniques based on attack trees and attack patterns can be used. Attack trees [233, 234] represent the possible paths followed by an attack as trees. The root node of such a tree is the global goal of an attacker. Children of a node are refinements of this goal, and leafs represent goals that can no longer be refined. Attack trees provide a formal methodology for analyzing the security of systems and subsystems, to capture and reuse expertise about security, and to respond to changes in security requirements. Attack trees can become complex, especially when dealing with specific attacks. A full attack tree may contain hundreds or thousands of different paths all leading to completion of the attack. Although the creation of an attack tree may require substantial security expertise and
practice, attack trees, once organized in a library, can provide a reusable knowledge base and so contribute to an engineered approach to security.

Attack patterns are a mechanism to capture and communicate the attackers perspective. They describe common methods for exploiting software that can occur in a variety of different contexts, and apply the problem-solution paradigm of design patterns [111]. An attack pattern is based on the analysis of observed attack exploitations, and usually contains the following information:

- Pattern name and classification;
- Attack prerequisites;
- Attack Description;
- Targeted vulnerabilities or weaknesses;
- Method of attack;
- Attacker goal;
- Attacker skill level required;
- Resources required;
- Blocking solutions;
- Context description.

To promote the standardization of attack pattern description and their use in the secure software development, attack patterns are being enumerated and classified by the Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) [63] initiative sponsored by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and led by Cigital.

Altogether, the information provided by attack trees and attack patterns about the methods of attacks, the required attacker skill level, and the resources needed to conduct the attack represent one of the perspectives to be taken into account when rating threats and vulnerabilities.

Rating threats

The final step of threat modeling is rating discovered threats based on the risk they pose to the identified valuable assets, whose confidentiality, integrity, and availability should be assured. Rating threats is not a simple task, because it depends on multiple factors, such as the set of existing known vulnerabilities, the estimate of the likelihood of attacks, the estimate of the potential impact of an attack against valuable assets, to mention just a few. In principle, each perspective requires to define possibly multiple metrics. As to Microsoft guidelines, they suggest to evaluate the risk as the product of the probability of the threat occurrence and the damage potential, which is an estimate of the adverse effect of a threat occurrence on the valuable assets. Section 3.4, Threats and Vulnerability Metrics, elaborates further this topic.

Countermeasures

Countermeasures are the controls and techniques to adopt in order to mitigate or prevent the exploitation of known and/or unknown vulnerabilities of
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a specific software component. Countermeasures could encompass both organizational processes and technical tools. The adoption of a secure software development methodology or security design guidelines is an example of an organizational countermeasure. As for the identification of countermeasures in the threat modeling process, the security profile of the Web application provides the input to identify the countermeasures to adopt against the identified vulnerabilities and threats.

Microsoft guidelines define an initial list of countermeasures for each threat category described by STRIDE, or for each vulnerability category of the categorized threat lists, respectively. Countermeasures mainly take the form of security guidelines the application or the security subsystem should comply to (for example, the authentication subsystem should not transmit the password over the network). Countermeasures are further specialized depending on the specific system component under analysis, namely the network, the host or the application. The analysis of application level countermeasures is driven by the Application Vulnerability Categories in Table 3.3.

As far as Web applications are concerned, we already observed that a vulnerability category can be viewed as security or security-related functions directly implemented by the application or used by the application and provided by the (security) infrastructure. In an ideal world, authentication, access control, auditing and logging, cryptographic key generation and management should be implemented as functions or services of a security infrastructure provided as an integral part of the middleware. In such ideal scenario the application should take care of implementing by itself only the security controls and countermeasures strictly dependent from the the application semantics which can not be fully implemented by the infrastructure, such as application input validation, application configuration management, exception management.

It is worth noting, however, that even though the security functions provided by the middleware are becoming more and more reach and complete, providing a general purpose, customizable authorization mechanism as a security infrastructure service is still an open issue. As a consequence, Web applications continue to implement by themeselves authorization functions, relying upon authorization mechanisms provided by the Operating System or by the DBMS, such as RBAC-based authorization mechanisms.

Countermeasures, both organizational and technical ones, can be also classified according to when they are used during the Web application life cycle, namely:

- Development-time countermeasures. Examples of technical tools that can be used in the development phase are code analyzers, penetration test tools and vulnerability scanners. The first obviously requires the availability of the source code of the application or of the software component at hand, while the last can also be used for applications and or software components acquired from third parties, and for which the source code is not available.
• Deployment-time countermeasures. These countermeasures encompass the activities and the related supporting tools that allow to ascertain the correct configuration of the Web application and of the diverse software components of the Web service stack.
• Run-time countermeasures. Vulnerability analysis tools, including intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDS/IPS) and file integrity checkers are examples of tools in this category.

3.3 Vulnerability Categorizations and Catalogs

This section discusses the various sources of information about security and Web vulnerabilities, attacks, and the underlying vulnerability categorizations. Vulnerability categorizations and related catalogs are part of the ongoing effort to develop and establish a standardized approach to identify Web security issues. Vulnerability catalogs provide a knowledge base useful for security training purposes, as well as useful input to the threat modeling process during the design and the development phase of a Web service. On the other hand, information about new attacks, related newly discovered vulnerabilities and available hotfixes and security patches provides information vital for maintaining the security level of the production systems.

US-CERT Vulnerability Notes

The United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT) is a partnership established in 2003 between the Department of Homeland Security and the public and private sectors. US-CERT publishes information on a wide variety of vulnerabilities. Descriptions of these vulnerabilities are available in a searchable database, and are published as US-CERT Vulnerability Notes [266]. The US-CERT Vulnerability Notes Database contains two types of documents: Vulnerability Notes, which describe vulnerabilities independent of a particular vendor, and Vendor Information documents, which provide information about a specific vendor’s solution to a problem. Vulnerability notes include technical descriptions of the vulnerability, its impact, the solutions and workarounds, and lists of affected vendors. The Vulnerability Notes Database can be browsed or can be searched by several key fields. Database queries can be customized to obtain specific information, such as the ten most recently updated vulnerabilities or the twenty vulnerabilities with the highest severity metric. In addition to the Vulnerability Notes, US-CERT publishes the Cyber Security Bulletins, which summarize security issues and new vulnerabilities and provide actions to help mitigate risks, and the Technical Cyber Security Alerts, intended to timely informing about current security issues, vulnerabilities, and exploits.
MITRE Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)

Information about software components vulnerabilities and attacks grew over time and it accumulated in a variety of databases. The lack of a uniform terminology among such databases made it difficult to determine if different databases referred to the same problem. In addition, different tools of different vendors used different metrics to state the number of vulnerabilities or exposures they detected, so that there was no standardized basis for evaluation among the tools. To overcome these problems, MITRE launched in 1999 the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) project [74]. CVE provides a dictionary and a standard, unique name of all publicly known information security vulnerabilities (or exposures, as they are termed by CVE). Each CVE Identifier includes: CVE Identifier number (i.e., “CVE-1999-0067”); indication of “entry” or “candidate” status; a brief description of the security vulnerability or exposure; any pertinent references (i.e., vulnerability reports and advisories or OVAL-ID\(^1\)).

MITRE Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)\(^TM\)

The Common Weakness Enumeration [76] is an initiative lead by MITRE Corp. and sponsored by the National Cyber Security Division of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security. Main goal of CWE is to provide a formal, standard list of common security weaknesses, targeted to developers and security practitioners. CWE aims to support and improve code security assessment and also to accelerate the use and utility of software assurance capabilities for organizations in reviewing the software systems they acquire or develop. CWE is based in part on the CVE identifiers of the CVE List. Associated to the dictionary, the Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL\(^TM\)) [211] provides a standard for describing vulnerability and configuration issues on computer systems using community-developed XML schemas and definitions. OVAL is a collection of XML schemas for representing system information, expressing specific machine states (vulnerability, configuration, patch state, etc.), and reporting the results of a security assessment. By standardizing the transfer of this information across the different security tools and services, OVAL aims to ease the integration of security applications and help organizations in developing security checks for highly-customized networks and applications. An example of the use of OVAL for describing a vulnerability can be found in [19]. Moreover, efforts are ongoing to provide a set of OVAL-based services in a SOA architecture [158].

National Vulnerability Database (NVD)

NVD Version 2.0 [200] is the U.S. government repository of standards based vulnerability management data represented using the Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP). This repository is aimed at the automation of

\(^1\) Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language - (see CWE below) -
vulnerability management, security measurement, and compliance. NVD includes databases of security checklists, security related software flaws, misconfigurations, product names, and impact metrics. At the time of this book writing, NVD contains: 26886 CVE Vulnerabilities; 114 Checklists; 91 US-CERT Alerts; 1997 US-CERT Vulnerability Notes; 2966 OVAL Queries; and 12458 Vulnerable Products.

NVD provides a Vulnerability Search Engine which allows one to search vulnerabilities by product or vendor name, by CVE standard vulnerability name and by a query expressed in the OVAL language. The Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) is a method for using specific standards to enable automated vulnerability management, measurement, and policy compliance evaluation. SCAP is part of the Information Security Automation Program (ISAP) [250], a U.S. government multi-agency initiative to enable automation and standardization of technical security operations.

SecurityFocus Vulnerability Database and BugTraq mail list

The SecurityFocus Vulnerability Database [236] provides a vulnerability database that can be searched by vendor, product and product version or by CVE identifier. General information is associated with each vulnerability including the BugTraq Identifier, the vulnerability class, the vulnerability publication and update dates, and the versions of the product that present the vulnerability. BugTraq [56] is an electronic mailing list, moderated since 1995, dedicated to the discussion about vulnerabilities, vendor security-related announcements, methods of exploitation, and vulnerability remediation. Bugtraq adopted a policy of publishing vulnerabilities regardless of vendor response, as part of the movement towards a full vulnerability disclosure.

Open Source Vulnerability Database - (OVSDB)

The Open Source Vulnerability Database is an independent and open source database created to provide technical information on security vulnerabilities. The database is available for download, can be cross-referenced by other databases, and is available for integration into security products such as vulnerability scanners and intrusion detection and prevention systems. Vulnerabilities listed in OSDVB can be referenced by their OSVDB ID, which is a unique number assigned by OSVDB. OSVDB also maintains mappings to other sources of vulnerabilities information, including Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE). CVE identifiers can be used for searching OSVDB entries. In order to provide the most comprehensive and timely information, vulnerabilities are entered in the OVSDB even if they are only posted to public mail lists and are not yet verified as true vulnerabilities. In order to distinguish the ”status” of a vulnerability, OSVDB maintains the following classification:

- Verified. The existence of the vulnerability has been verified to exist by a OSVDB ”datamanglers”, which are OSVDB users that have contributed to
the content of the database and are responsible for updating vulnerability entries to ensure accurate and complete information, or acknowledged by the vendor.

- **Myth/Fake.** The vulnerability appears to be non-existent, a non-issue, or disproved by others.
- **Best Practice.** The entry details a vulnerability that is considered a best practice issue.
- **Concern.** The issue may be a concern, but it is not directly exploitable for privilege escalation. It may lead to a more serious impact.

Each OSVDB vulnerability entry also contains a high-level description in textual form, aimed at helping system administrators in understanding it; a technical description providing a concise summary of technical details; manual testing notes describing how to test for the vulnerability, for example, how to check the presence of files, configuration options, and a test URL; a solution description, that is, information about an available fix.

### The Web Application Security Threat Classification

The Web Application Security Consortium [273] created the Web Security Threat Classification [274]. It aims at clarifying and organizing the threats to the security of a Web site, and at developing and promoting an industry standard terminology for describing these issues. Specifically, this classification aims at identifying all known Web application security attacks, describing them in an organized way, and at agreeing on attack class nomenclature. An attack class groups the different attack techniques that can be used against security functions or against resources by exploiting a known security vulnerability. The top-level attack classes are: authentication; authorization; client-side attacks; command execution; information disclosure; logical attacks.

### Open Web Applications Security Project

The Open Web Applications Security Project (OWASP)[255] maintains a commonly recognized classification of the most critical Web application vulnerabilities, Top Ten Most Critical Web Application Security Vulnerabilities (Top 10) [269], which represents a broad consensus about the most critical Web application security flaws and vulnerabilities. OWASP Top 10 Web Application Vulnerabilities for 2007 [215] are derived by the MITRE Vulnerability Type Distributions in CVE [77], and reorganized by OWASP to identify the Top 10 web application security issues. Top 10 focuses only on vulnerabilities and protection recommendations for the three most prevalent Web application frameworks: Java EE, ASP.NET, and PHP.

### Software vendor’s security bulletins and advisories

Users’ searchable information about vulnerabilities and related hotfixes and patches is maintained by major software vendors and open software organizations. This information is usually accessible through the specific product
support link at the product Web site. For example, Mozilla Security Center [192] provides the Mozilla Foundation Security Advisories [190] for all products and a list of the known security vulnerabilities [191] that affect particular versions of Mozilla products, together with instructions on what users can do to protect themselves. This page lists security vulnerabilities with direct impact on users, that have been fixed prior to the most recent release. Technical discussions of security-related bugs are maintained at the Bugzilla site [57]. As another example, Microsoft Security Bulletins [183] provide the following information for each vulnerability:

- an executive summary which shortly describes the vulnerability.
- the vulnerability qualitative rating (important, etc.).
- the recommendation as to the installation of the related security update.
- the known issues about the security update itself (which refer to a Microsoft Knowledge Base article).
- the affected software and the CVE vulnerability number (see later).
- the maximum security impact and the aggregate severity rating.

The section Update Information of the vulnerability entry in the Bulletin provides guidelines on how detect and deploy Microsoft tools that can identify the Microsoft software needing to install the security update (security patch) related to the vulnerability. The Microsoft Security Bulletins are searchable by Product/Technology and Service Pack, Update Severity Ratings and Bulletin Release Date.

**Enterprise Vulnerability Description Language**

Proposed by the OASIS Web Application Security TC, the Enterprise Vulnerability Description Language (EVDL) [99] is also based on OWASP classification. However, it proposes a more detailed breakdown of the major vulnerabilities. EVDL was conceived to become a comprehensive application security markup language whose primary goal is to facilitate communication about specific application security vulnerabilities, techniques for discovering those vulnerabilities, and measures to protect against those vulnerabilities.

### 3.4 Threat and Vulnerabilities Metrics

Once vulnerabilities are identified and classified, there is the need to determine their severity and hence, indirectly, the security (or the insecurity!) of the specific system at hand. Rating vulnerabilities, that is, defining a vulnerability metrics, is a difficult task. The severity of a given vulnerability depends upon several factors. These factors are related to the amount of resources needed by a potential attacker, including the skill that the attacker should have, and hence to the attack cost, and to the estimated extent of the damage to the organization’s valuable assets in case of an exploitation of the vulnerability.
The latter factor highlights also the difficulty in building a metrics that can be applied in different organizational settings, since assets may vary from organization to organization and the same asset might have a different value for different organizations. Moreover, when dealing with known vulnerabilities, different vendors may adopt different methods for rating software vulnerabilities in their bulletins or advisories; the same situation also arises for different vulnerability databases. The consequence is that IT system and application managers, who are in charge of managing large and heterogeneous systems, lack consistent indications to prioritize the vulnerability to be addressed. In this section we give an overview of different proposals and efforts aimed at the development of a set of possibly standardized and commonly agreed upon vulnerability metrics.

**Microsoft Security Response Center Security Bulletin Severity Rating System**

The Microsoft Severity Rating [184] adopts a qualitative metric. Vulnerabilities are classified into four categories, namely:

- Critical. A vulnerability whose exploitation could allow the propagation of an Internet worm without user action.
- Important. A vulnerability whose exploitation could result in compromise of the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of user data, or of the integrity or availability of processing resources.
- Moderate. Exploitability is mitigated to a significant degree by factors such as default configuration, auditing, or difficulty of exploitation.
- Low. A vulnerability whose exploitation is extremely difficult, or whose impact is minimal.

**US-CERT Vulnerability Metric**

US-CERT'[267] uses a quantitative metric and scores the severity of a vulnerability by assigning to it a number between 0 and 180. This number results from several factors reported by the users, including:

- the degree of diffusion of information or knowledge about the vulnerability.
- whether incidents reported to US-CERT were caused by the exploitation of the vulnerability.
- the risk to the Internet infrastructure deriving from the vulnerability.
- the number of systems on the Internet at risk because of the vulnerability.
- the impact of exploiting the vulnerability.
- whether the vulnerability can be easily exploited.
- the preconditions required to exploit the vulnerability.

As described on the US-CERT Web page, the factors above are attributed with approximate values that may differ significantly from one site to another, and hence users are suggested not to rely solely upon this metric for prioritizing vulnerabilities. However, the factors above are used by US-CERT
for separating the very serious vulnerabilities from the large number of less severe vulnerabilities described in its database. Typically, vulnerabilities with a metric greater than 40 are candidates for US-CERT Technical Alerts. The factors above described are not all equally weighted, and the resulting score is not linear (a vulnerability with a metric of 40 is not twice as severe as one with a metric of 20).

**Common Vulnerability Scoring System**

The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [178] aims at providing an open framework for measuring the impact of IT vulnerabilities. CVSS is based on a quantitative model in order to ensure repeatable and consistent measurement of the vulnerabilities’ impact. Two common uses of CVSS are prioritization of vulnerability remediation activities and the calculation of the severity of vulnerabilities discovered on a given system. CVSS is composed of three metrics groups: base, temporal, and environmental, each consisting of a set of metrics. The base metrics group represents characteristics of a vulnerability that are constant over time and user environments. This group includes six metrics. The first one, the access vector metric, reflects the type of access (local/adjacent; network/network) which the attacker has to use in order to exploit the vulnerability. The second one, the access complexity metric, measures the complexity of the attack required to exploit the vulnerability once an attacker has gained access to the target system. The third one, the authentication metric, measures the number of times an attacker must authenticate to a target before exploiting a vulnerability. The fourth one, the confidentiality impact metric, measures the impact on confidentiality of a successfully exploited vulnerability. The fifth one, the integrity impact metric, measures the impact to integrity of a successfully exploited vulnerability. The sixth one, the availability impact metric, measures the impact to availability of a successfully exploited vulnerability.

The temporal metrics group tries to capture the threat deriving from the time-changing characteristics of a vulnerability. This metrics group encompasses three metrics, the exploitability, the remediation level, and the report confidence metrics, respectively. The first one measures the current state of exploit techniques or code availability, which may range from the exploit being only theoretically possible, to the existence of publicly available details about how to build code that performs the exploitation. The second one allows one to take into account the existence of temporary fixes (workarounds or hot-fixes) or of official patches or upgrades. The third one measures the degree of confidence in the existence of the vulnerability and the credibility of the known technical details. The metrics above are optional and do not concur to the calculation of the overall score.

The environmental metric group captures the characteristics of a vulnerability that are relevant and unique to a particular user environment. These metrics are optional and do not concur to the calculation of the overall score.
This group is composed by the Collateral Damage Potential, the Target Distribution, and the Security Requirement metrics. The Collateral Damage Potential metric measures the potential for loss of life or physical assets through damage or theft of property or equipment and possibly the economic loss of productivity or revenue. The Target Distribution metric measures the percentage of systems that could be affected by the vulnerability. The Security Requirements metric allows one to re-weight the base security metrics (confidentiality, integrity, availability), by taking into account the relevance of the corresponding security requirement for the affected IT asset to a users organization.

The metrics described above require the involvement of different stakeholders and organizations' roles in the different phases of the application or system life cycle. Generally, the base and temporal metrics should be specified by vulnerability bulletin analysts, security product vendors, or application vendors because they typically have better information about the characteristics of a vulnerability than users. The environmental metrics, however, should be specified by users because they can more properly assess the potential impact of a vulnerability within their own environment.

**SANS Critical Vulnerability Analysis Scale**

SANS Critical Vulnerability Analysis Scale Ratings [230] ranks vulnerabilities using several key factors and varying degrees of weight, as reported by the users, such as:

- the diffusion of the affected product.
- whether the vulnerability affected a server or client system.
- whether the vulnerability is related to default configurations/installations.
- the IT assets affected (e.g. databases, e-commerce servers).
- the network infrastructure affected (DNS, routers, firewalls).
- the public availability of exploit code.
- the difficulty in exploiting the vulnerability.

Depending on the above factors, vulnerabilities are ranked as critical, high, moderate, or low. Critical vulnerabilities typically affect default installations of very widely deployed software, and result in root compromise of servers or infrastructure devices. Moreover, the information required for exploiting them (such as example exploit code) is widely available to attackers. Further, exploitation is usually straightforward, in the sense that the attacker does not need any special authentication credentials, or knowledge about individual victims, and does not need to social engineer a target user into performing any special functions. High vulnerabilities are typically those that have the potential to become critical, but have one or a few mitigating factors that make exploitation less attractive to attackers. For example, vulnerabilities that have many critical characteristics but are difficult to exploit, that do not result in elevated privileges, or that have a minimally sized victim pool are usually
rated high. Note that high vulnerabilities where the mitigating factor arises from a lack of technical exploit details will become critical if these details are later made available. Moderate vulnerabilities are those where the scales are slightly tipped in favor of the potential victim. Denial of service vulnerabilities are typically rated moderate, since they do not result in compromise of a target. Exploits that require an attacker to reside on the same local network as a victim, only affect nonstandard configurations or custom applications, require the attacker to social engineer individual victims, or where exploitation only provides very limited access are likely to be rated moderate. Low ranked vulnerabilities have little impact on an organization’s infrastructure. These types of vulnerabilities usually require local or physical system access or may often result in client side privacy or denial of service issues and information leakage of organizational structure, system configuration and versions, or network topology. Alternatively, a low ranking may be applied when there is not enough information to fully assess the implications of a vulnerability. For example, vendors often imply that exploitation of a buffer overflow will only result in a denial of service.
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